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COMPILATIONS

By CYRIL SCOTT

SONGS.

AFTER DECAMERON
AFTER I MADE A VILLANELLE
ARIETTA
AUTUMN SONG
BIRTHDAY A
BLACKBIRD'S SONG
DON'T CARE IN HIS SECRET
EVENING
FOR A DEAR FRIEND'S SAKES
GIFT OF HONOR
HOT LADY
HUBBY'S SONG
LITTLE SONG OF PICARDIE
LOST LOVE
LOVELY KIND AND KINDLY LOVING
MIRAGE
MY LADY SLEEPS
NEW ROOM
NOCTURNE
OLD SONG ENDED
OLD SONGS IN NEW DRESS


ALBUMS OF SELECTED SONGS.

SOPRANO

CONTENTS:

DALLASIDE
DAY DREAMS IN SUR.

A LITTLE SONG OF PICARDIE
A LOST LOVE
ALLEGRO


BASQUE SONG
BASQUE VILLANELLE
BASQUE BERCEUSE
BASQUE BRITISH BELLOWS
CHASSENETTE
CHIRES
GOLDENINE
DAME NURIE
ETUDES
HANDELSIAN DRAGS
IMPROVISATIONS
INTERMEZZOS


HABANILLA
TOUJOURS
OVER THE PRAIRIE


PIANO FORTE MUSIC.

Price each net.

PATES
PERLEN SOLENNELLE
SCHERZO
Serenata
SONATA
SONATA
SONATA
SPLICE
SUITE
SUMMER LAND
THREE LITTLE WALTZES
TWO SKETCHES
VALUE CAPSIC
VAPORIE


PIANO ALBUM.

CONTENTS:

MERCEUSE
SERNATALA
SOLITUDE

Complete: Price 3/- Net.

ORGAN ALBUM.

SIX PIECES (Transcribed by Arthur W. Pollitt)

YEPESIANA

A SONG FROM THE EAST

Complete: Price 3/- Net.
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